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"Well, Mister Wolf, I'm sorry, but the Thompsons have no intention of getting involved. Please forgive us," Angus smiled

apologetically and refused.

Arthur and the other elders shook their heads as well, clearly not wanting anything to do with the underground community.

The Thompsons were the head of all families in the southern region, and they valued their reputation, to the point that they just

commanded Roanne to move out of Leon's house against her will.

With that said, they could not possibly take control of the underground community or they might be condemned by others.

"As expected, Uncle Angus, is there anything in the Thompsons that you can recommend, then?" Leon asked.

He guessed that the Thompsons would refuse, so he was not surprised.

Still, the Thompsons had connections everywhere and his goal could be achieved if Angus or Arthur could recommend someone

to him.

"Um, Mister Wolf, forgive me for being blunt, but I think that you're the best candidate for this!" Angus said.

"Me?" Leon was stunned.

"Of course! You might be young, but you're talented in all aspects. A lot of the seniors here in the southern region fall short

compared to you! With your capability, it shouldn't be hard to keep the underground community in check! Also, you let the Spears

go during the battle with the Southern Boss. A lot of them were grateful and impressed by you. If you were to replace the

Southern Boss, those people might just work for you, making your reign even smoother," Angus praised.

Back when Leon set the Spears free, both Angus and Arthur were slightly concerned. It was not until now that they realized how

wise Leon was.

By setting them free, the underground community was temporarily stabilized and the Spears were all grateful for Leon's act of

mercy. Should Leon decide to take the Southern Boss's place, many of them would choose to work for Leon.

So long as Leon recruited the ones who used to work for the Southern Boss, he could easily take control of everything and

become the next Southern Boss.

"You're too kind, Uncle Angus, but I share your opinion. I just want to work on Elegante Group and Cynthion Group, so I don't

want to be involved in the conflicts of the underground community," Leon shook his head and said.

He only let the Spears go because he wanted them to stabilize the situation. He never considered making them his subordinates,

nor did he plan on becoming the next Southern Boss.

Angus overestimated him and he was hardly as ambitious and wise as Angus thought him to be.
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